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“NOUS AUSSI NOUS SOMMES CITOYENNES”: FEMALE ACTIVISM 

DURING THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 
 

Anaïs Pédron  
 

“HOMME, es-tu capable d’être juste?” asks Olympe de Gouges in her 

Déclaration des Droits de la Femme in September 1791. Two years after the 

Storming of the Bastille and the beginning of the Revolution, French society had 

changed and was still changing: privileges and primogeniture rights were 

abolished, and the Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme was adopted in August 

1789. This declaration exposed inconsistencies of laws that treated citizens 

differently on the basis of sex, race, class, or religion. By 1791, new articles 

extended civil and political rights to Protestants, Jews, and actors, categories of 

people that previously had none. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the situation of women 

did not improve much. Of course, they benefited from some changes, such as 

equal inheritance between children, but overall their status remained similar. 

They were still subject to their fathers’ authority until their wedding, and then to 

their husbands. They still had very few opportunities for education or training. 

Yet, rather than being submissive, many women became more vocal. From 1788 

onward, they published pamphlets on a scale never experienced before, 

denouncing in particular the lack of educational opportunities for girls, the 

practice of forced marriages, and the near impossibility for women to work and 

earn a decent income (Godineau 111, Levy, Applewhite, and Johnson 4). On a 

more practical level, women also participated in local revolts, attended 

meetings, joined societies, and enrolled in the army (Viennot 43). On a par with 

men, women made the Revolution with printed words, shouts, and blood. 

Like the choice of topics in their political pamphlets, female participation in 

revolutionary events is linked to their socio-economic background. Women who 

made noise and participated in the violent events of the Revolution (such as the 

Storming of the Bastille, the Women’s March, and the Journée of August 10, 

1792) were mostly common women from a poor background. Educated women, 

notably from the bourgeoisie, preferred their words and ideas to be read rather 

than heard. The role of women in the Revolution has been increasingly studied 

since the 1970s. Scholars like Olwen Hufton, Annie Smart, Tracey Rizzo, and 

Jennifer Ngaire Heuer have focused on women and citizenship while Suzanne 

Desan and Laura Talamante have shown the evolution of the family during the 

Revolution, and Bonnie Smith, Eliane Viennot, and Karen Offen have offered 

new analyses of female participation in the Revolution. 

Where do Marie-Madeleine Jodin and Olympe de Gouges stand in this 

context? Born in 1741, the former was a self-educated actress from a Protestant 
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family. In 1761, she was imprisoned with her mother for prostitution. She then 

became an actress and protégée of the philosopher Denis Diderot (1713-1784). 

Describing herself as la fille d'un citoyen de Genève, Jodin admired Rousseau 

and used his ideas in her pamphlet Vues législatives pour les femmes published 

in February 1790, the year in which she died. As for Gouges, born in 1748, she 

was married and widowed very young, and eventually became a kept woman in 

Paris in the 1770s. Self-educated, she started to write fiction in the early 1780s, 

but made more noise with her political pamphlets published between 1788 and 

her death in 1793. Her pamphlet Déclaration des Droits de la Femme was the 

most famous of all, a clever pastiche of the 1789 Déclaration des Droits de 

l’Homme, with her own thoughts on the place of women in society, notably 

through their civil and political rights. Both women of theater and of ‘loose 

morals,’ Jodin and Gouges evolved in an environment which was more liberal 

and open-minded than the rest of Old-Regime society. This allowed them to 

acquire, develop, and loudly express their proto-feminist ideas (Offen 19)
1
 even 

though their ‘noise’ was mainly echoed in writing. 

This article explores Jodin and Gouges’s visions of the roles of women in 

society and the way they wanted these to evolve. They were both significant 

voices as they had unique and new ideas for women to be better assimilated in 

the new French society. Jodin’s thought mostly focused on public morals and 

civil rights while Gouges claimed equal political and civil rights for women and 

men. There is a substantial discrepancy in the modern reception of these two 

pamphlets: Jodin’s has received very little attention while Gouges’s has been 

widely studied.
2
 This article compares Jodin and Gouges’s writings to other 

writers of the Revolution: how did their arguments fit with the claims of other 

writers? Were their attitudes atypical or did they represent the norm? How did 

their positions translate from ideas to activism? 

Jodin and Gouges were far from the only women making noise about 

women’s rights in the early days of the Revolution; many women published 

pamphlets between 1788 and 1791 to show their concerns and request changes, 

especially on social matters, as has been mentioned above. Jodin’s Vues 

législatives was written in 1789 and published in 1790. Inspired by eighteenth-

century men of letters, Jodin’s work appears traditional, using philosophers’ 

arguments and historical examples to defend her ideas. The pamphlet has three 

parts: the first one voices an argument about the loss of morals in the Old 

Regime and pleads in favor of women’s valor through historical and 

mythological examples (notably the Amazons)—a tactic commonly used by 

female writers to show women’s long-lasting political and military involvement 

in their cities’ and nations’ survival (Viennot 54). Jodin also heavily relies on 

philosophers—she quotes Plato, Aristotle, Montesquieu, and Rousseau, to name 

but a few—to support her ideas. The second part, the core of the pamphlet, 

constitutes her practical proposition for the creation of a Tribunal for, and by, 

women. She details the purpose and the organization and structure of the 

Tribunal, which includes rooms dedicated to helping people in need (old, sick, 

and poor people). The last part consists of two letters from her correspondence 

with her friend, the lawyer Jean-Baptiste Lynch (1749-1835). Jodin sent him the 
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manuscript to read and provide feedback, which he did in November 1789. She 

printed both his letter and her reply, in which she further develops her ideas 

about marriage, divorce, and children. 

Gouges’s unique proto-feminist pamphlet, Déclaration des Droits de la 

Femme, was published in September 1791. Her reason for writing the text was 

her disappointment with the National Assembly. If the tone of the declaration 

appears at first universal, it soon becomes clear that she addresses men. 

Unfortunately, the deputies did not show any intent to include women’s rights in 

the upcoming discussions about the new constitution. Gouges published the text 

and sent it to the National Assembly, hoping it would be read during a séance 

and that it would trigger discussions amongst the deputies. She uses the same 

structure as in the Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen, with a 

preamble and seventeen articles based on the shared humanity of man and 

woman. Gouges adds a preface, an afterword, and a short text inspired by 

Rousseau called Forme du Contrat social de l’Homme et de la Femme. In most 

articles of the Déclaration des Droits de la Femme, Gouges includes a female 

viewpoint, placing men and women on the same level. The author explains that 

women were guaranteed natural, inalienable, sacred rights, and demands the full 

legal assimilation and political and social empowerment of women. Like the 

original declaration, Gouges claims that woman’s rights were natural rights that 

already existed but were ignored by the Old Regime laws, and that it was her 

and the deputies’ duty to defend them. 

Jodin and Gouges’s pamphlets are unique amongst revolutionary writing 

production, not only because of their content but also because of their form. 

First of all, the length: most pamphlets were around ten to fifteen pages, and 

many of them even shorter. By way of comparison, Vues législatives sur les 

femmes and Déclaration des Droits de la Femme are significantly longer, with 

eighty-eight pages for the former and twenty-four for the latter. Moreover, most 

pamphlets were written by groups of women, rather than a single individual, as 

is the case of Jodin and Gouges’s pamphlets, which makes them atypical. 

Finally, the majority of the texts were sent to the National Assembly and 

addressed to the deputies. As many of their contemporaries, Jodin and Gouges 

believed that the Revolution would not only renew society, but also improve the 

living conditions of French subjects by giving them the natural rights they 

deserved through political and social reform. Though they both appear to have 

had complete faith in the deputies and in their good judgment for the betterment 

of the nation and to give women rights, they were not idealists and they 

understood that it would not happen without urging and encouragements.  

Even though conscious that they needed to convince men, Jodin and 

Gouges dedicated their works to women. Jodin’s Vues législatives is addressed 

to women “A MON SEXE,” with the subtitle “Et nous aussi nous sommes 

citoyennes” (1). Gouges is even more ambitious in her Déclaration des Droits 

de la Femme: even though written to be read at the National Assembly, the 

introduction of her text is addressed to Queen Marie-Antoinette (1755-1793)—a 

risky gamble after the attempted flight to Varennes in June 1792. The only time 

she directly speaks to men, it is in question form: “HOMME, es-tu capable 
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d’être juste?” (5). In the preamble of the declaration, she makes herself the 

spokesperson of women and states that “Les mères, les filles, les sœurs, 

représentantes de la nation, demandent d'être constituées en Assemblée

nationale” (6). More than any other female pamphleteer of their time, Jodin and 

Gouges not only tried to plead their ideas to the deputies but also tried to reach 

women to motivate them to fight for their rights. However, whereas most female 

pamphleteers did not hesitate to accuse Ancien Régime men of manipulating 

and lying to them, neither Jodin nor Gouges did so (Viennot 80-81). Indeed, 

they barely mention them and, when doing so, put the blame on women, arguing 

that if men made errors, it was because they were manipulated by women who 

followed their personal agendas. For instance, Jodin links the corruption of the 

State to the presence of women with loose morals in the public sphere: 

 

Que nulle part, on n’a vu les femmes, dont le premier devoir est d’être 

circonspectes, réservées, provoquer avec autant de hardiesse le sexe seul 

destiné pour l’attaque, et que nos mœurs effrénées ont enfin forcé à la 
résistance de la notre. (11) 

What did Jodin and Gouges demand? As mentioned above, like many other 

female writers, both of them requested social change for women: more 

specifically the freedom for women to marry whomever they want, the 

implementation of laws for divorce, the legal recognition of illegitimate 

children, and the possibility for girls to be educated and receive a professional 

training. The theme of marriage had been a major topic in women’s writings 

during the eighteenth century, in particular the issue of arranged and unhappy 

marriages. Women were subjected to their fathers until their wedding, and then, 

in marriage, to their husbands. Only widowhood would set women free. 

Unsurprisingly, these themes can be found in both Jodin and Gouges’s 

pamphlets; however, a discrepancy between their thoughts can be seen as well. 

Whereas both request some sort of rights for women, the bulk of Jodin’s 

proposal concerns civil issues, recommending a female civil tribunal on morals, 

and suggesting laws to bring back virtue in France. Her unique project also 

offers a Rousseauian vision of moral regeneration, arguing in favor of strict 

regulations on paintings (requesting “une prudente admission dans le choix des 

sujets qui doivent y paraître”), dance, and theatrical productions [15]). Gouges’s 

claims, on the other hand, are more political: she wants men and women to be 

equal on every level, and this is what she argues for in the core of her pamphlet. 

These were not new claims, but the way Gouges phrased and presented them 

offered a new perspective, showing how she assimilated and reused the new 

legal vocabulary and rights enhanced by the Revolution. This reveals their 

political differences: Jodin adopts a conservative stance and Gouges an idealistic 

one. 

Marriages were indissoluble under the Ancien Régime laws. The only 

option for spouses to part ways was a séparation de corps but this was only 

manageable for wealthy families. While criticism of the indissolubility of 

marriage had started during the sixteenth century (Phillips 163), Jodin claims 

that marriage had become over time “une source d’amertume qui empoisonne sa 
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vie” (56). Yet, whereas Gouges requests equality for men and women in 

marriage, Jodin follows Rousseau's double-standard argument of men in the 

public sphere and women in the private sphere. Most of her discussion about 

divorce was in answer to a text written by the playwright Jean-François 

Marmontel in the journal the Mercure, which reacted in turn against an essay 

about divorce published on February 6, 1790. The latter text was probably Du 

Divorce by Albert-Joseph Hennet (late 1789), the most influential discourse on 

divorce. Jodin’s argument about the worth of women is based on women’s 

moral qualities and virtue: “la pudeur, la modestie, la douceur, sont en nous des 

vertus naturelles” (27). Even when she offers a role to women in the public 

sphere through her Tribunal, she searches to maintain women’s influence in the 

private sphere by emphasizing moral issues as women’s area of expertise. 

In Gouges’s text, by contrast, marriage means equality, free consent, 

property, and the idea of transmitting property to children “de quelque lit qu’ils 

sortent” (17). What Gouges is asking for is plainly the recognition of illegitimate 

children and the possibility for them to inherit. She wants both sides to be able 

to end a marriage, an idea that implied equality and sexual freedom. Her 

document is quite innovative for its time: even if the Revolution had substituted 

religious marriage with a civil one, children born out of wedlock were still 

considered illegitimate, women were always considered inferior, and divorce 

was still forbidden. Her discourse on marriage, entitled Forme du Contrat social 

de l’Homme et de la Femme, grants an equal sexual freedom and equality to 

men and women and its ultimate goal is the well-being of the children (Smart 

141). Such ideas would not become common currency in French society until 

the twentieth century; they showed Gouges’s open mind and the extent to which 

she was ahead of her time. Gouges’s thinking is summarized in the Postscript of 

her Déclaration des Droits de la Femme, which contains this radical statement: 

“Le mariage est le tombeau de la confiance et de l’amour” (16). She did her best 

to sensitize the population to women’s rights and by extension to improve these 

rights. She believed in the freedom to marry and in the possibility to request and 

obtain a divorce for both men and women.  

During the eighteenth century, family law was in the spotlight, and 

philosophers such as Montesquieu, Voltaire, Diderot, and Condorcet called for 

the legalization of divorce (Phillips 165). Most thinkers argued that while 

divorce was not allowed by the Catholic Church, it had been practiced to some 

extent by the Jews, the Romans, and even during the early French monarchy 

(Phillips 167). Protestant countries in Europe allowed divorce under certain 

circumstances—even though reluctantly (Seidel Menchi 27). Montesquieu and 

Cerfvol both argued that legalizing divorce would allow new marriages to take 

place, thus increasing France’s birth rate (Phillips 16, Blum 65-69). This 

argument should be seen against the background of the belief that the French 

population was decreasing due to the high number of single people. What was 

considered a sign of immorality was thus manifested by the increasing number 

of illegitimate and abandoned children (Phillips 170). If Jodin and Gouges were 

not the first writers to argue in favor of divorce, Jodin was one of the first 

women to write on the matter (Duhet 56-57).
3
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Yet Jodin and Gouges’s understanding of divorce was also quite different 

from these thinkers. Jodin understands that even in the most moral society, 

marital love might not last: “il n’est ni au pouvoir de l’homme, ni à celui de la 

femme d’aimer à volonté” (65). Therefore, she argues that authorizing divorce is 

necessary to “rendre les Mariages faciles et heureux” (45). Contrary to many 

writers of her time, she does not see divorce as the enemy of marriage (Phillips 

172). In her opinion, the option of divorce would make marriage stronger as it 

would allow unhappy couples to part (in case of sterility, for instance); and with 

society regaining its morality and virtue, divorce would be a tool that happy and 

moral couples could use if necessary, but that would probably be scarcely 

wielded. Jodin strengthened her idea using the example of Protestant countries, 

where divorce was authorized but rarely practiced. Hence, divorce for her is not 

a way to ensure personal happiness but to reinforce society by ensuring healthy 

and productive marriages. Both Jodin and Gouges followed the argument of 

gender complementarity (men in the public sphere and women in the private 

one) to justify divorce, as divorce is important to ensure conjugal love and a 

successful family (Desan, “The Politics of Intimacy” 637). Jodin and Gouges 

defend the idea that divorce is necessary to ensure citizens’ happiness, and is, 

therefore, a natural right. 

The most important discrepancy in their thought concerns the position of 

women in the public sphere and the rights they were entitled to have. Whereas 

Jodin’s proposal keeps women in the private sphere, with the exception of the 

creation of a Tribunal for women, presided by women chosen for their good 

morals to judge issues of propriety (such as loose morals accusations, and 

marriage conciliation), Gouges requests full and equal rights for men and 

women. She was not the first to see the gender discrepancies in the discourses of 

the new French political elites. An anonymous pamphlet, Requête des dames à 

l’Assemblée Nationale (Winter 1789) requested equal rights and equal share of 

powers for men and women. The philosopher Nicolas de Condorcet (1743-1794) 

demanded women’s rights in his pamphlet Sur l'admission des femmes au droit 

de cité (July 1790)—for men and women, the vote was limited to those who 

owned lands. In the summer of 1791, the Dutch courtesan and spy Etta Palm 

d’Aelders (1743-1799) wrote to the National Assembly requesting equality of 

rights between men and women in her Adresse des citoyennes françoises à 

l’Assemblée Nationale, though limiting this equality to two specific issues 

(marriage and education). The French Revolution brought new hope with the 

end of feudal privileges and new rights that were supposed to create a more 

egalitarian society. The Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme seemed to be the 

first step in this direction and rallied patriots to the Revolution. But it also 

exacerbated the discontent of those already ill-treated during the Old Regime, 

who were forgotten by this Declaration (Scott 19).  

Gouges obviously thought that the deputies failed in their duty and were 

betraying the universalism of the Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme. For her, 

human rights were universal (applicable everywhere) and egalitarian (the same 

for everyone) and natural: since male and female were equal in nature, so they 

should be in society: “La Femme naît libre et demeure égale à l'homme en 
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droits. Les distinctions sociales ne peuvent être fondées que sur l'utilité 

commune” (7). Gouges’s Déclaration was a call to the deputies of the National 

Assembly to make them understand injustices against women and take action to 

grant them the same rights as men (Scott 20). 

Last, but not least, both Jodin and Gouges demand that women be 

considered as citizens. Indeed, the French Revolution brought new hope with the 

end of feudal privileges and new rights that were supposed to grant a more 

egalitarian society. In summer 1789, the abbé Siéyès was the first to make a 

difference between active and passive citizens; the latter including “non-French 

nationality, female sex, insufficient age, employment as a domestic servant, lack 

of gainful employment, or lack of financial contributions to the state” (Sewell 

107). Like Siéyès, Jodin seemed to believe in equality between men and women 

before the law, but not in equal political rights (Sewell 110). Indeed, more than 

once in her work, Jodin links citizenship with marriage and motherhood: for 

instance, she wants women to be able to adopt “titres sacrés de Citoyennes, et 

d’épouses, et de mères” (8) in a regenerated French society. As has been argued 

by Annie Smart, Jodin is the perfect example of a woman who believes that the 

moral and educational role of citoyennes in the private sphere was an important 

part of citizenship (2-3). 

For revolutionary women, motherhood was central to the regeneration of 

the nation, and it provided them the role of moral educators of the young 

generation of citizens (Hart 217). The concepts of marriage and motherhood 

were both used by proto-feminists, and anti-proto-feminists. Proto-feminists 

used women’s status as mother to show their belonging to the social order 

alongside men. Anti-proto-feminists used marriage and motherhood to confine 

women to the private sphere, as men’s subservient (Abray 45). Later, Jodin 

qualifies “chastes épouses, les tendres mères” as “vraies Citoyennes” (9). In so 

doing, she creates a female double standard of true and false women, the former 

being spouses and mothers, and the latter everyone who does not fit this 

description, including prostitutes and courtesans. While she does not explicitly 

state it, she probably also considers unmarried women and childless widows as 

falling under her definition of false women. Her use of citoyen in the pamphlet 

is reserved for husbands and sons. Even though Jodin believes that women could 

participate in the making of the laws, she believes that their participation should 

be limited to civil laws, notably those on marriage, family, and morality, and her 

definition of female citizenship was grounded mostly in notions of motherhood. 

In 1791, for the women involved the issue of citizenship took priority over 

any other political right (Abray 55). However, Gouges has a different take on 

the meaning of female citizenship. She plainly and simply wants men and 

women to have equal civil and political rights and the same duties in the new 

French regime. Her position was not completely new: a few writers had aired 

similar views over the centuries (such as the Cartesian philosopher François 

Poullain de la Barre, the philosophers Antoine Thomas, and Nicolas de 

Condorcet). And since the beginning of the Revolution, there had been similar 

demands for political rights for women: notably in the Cahiers de doléances of 

the Third Estate of Châtellerault (Poitou), and in two pamphlets, the Requête des 
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femmes pour leur admission aux Etats-Généraux and the Remontrances, plaintes 

et doléances des Dames Françaises in 1789 (Abray 46-47). What made 

Gouges’s text different was her use of the substance and form of the Déclaration 

des Droits de l’Homme. Yet her aims countered this declaration, advocating 

equality between the sexes before the law. Imitating the Déclaration des Droits 

de l’Homme, Gouges’s work was a call to the deputies of the National Assembly 

to make them understand injustices against women and take action to grant them 

the same rights as men (Scott 20). Gouges maintained that men misused the 

concept of Nature to lock women in a submissive position and that women 

should use the Revolution to reclaim their freedom and rights. According to 

Scott, the reason for the male use of the concept of nature was that it was a 

powerful and difficult argument to challenge (x). In Gouges’s view, however, 

this is not about claiming natural rights but about reclaiming them. She 

maintains that men and women are naturally equals but that the corruption of 

society has corrupted this equality (Hart 219). She believes that her plea would 

open the eyes of the deputies leading them to reinstate natural equality. 

The voices of proto-feminists became louder and louder during the 

Revolution, both in writing and in action. Yet Gouges’s voice was characterized 

by quietness as she spoke from the sidelines. While she was not absent from 

revolutionary events, in 1789 her attempt to create a political newspaper 

L’Impatient failed for lack of obtaining the privilege, and after the abolition of 

censorship she decided not to publish it any longer (Blanc 114-16). Likewise, 

even though she attended meetings in clubs and at the National Assembly, and 

participated to the celebrations of the Revolution with groups of women, the 

only club she actively participated in, the Club de la Révolution (previously 

known as the Lycée) was not a political club but rather a series of conferences 

led by scientists or men of letters which appealed to people from a wealthy 

background who wanted to expand their knowledge, such as the Condorcets 

(Blanc 131). According to Suzanne Desan, Gouges attended and spoke to a 

meeting of the Société des Citoyennes Républicaines Révolutionnaires, created 

by Pauline Léon and Claire Lacombe in May 1793 (73). This was a proto-

feminist club that aimed to defend women’s rights and the Revolution. Desan 

quotes to this effect an account of a session given by Pierre Roussel in Le 

Château des Tuileries (1802), the only full record known of the society, of an 

event that had happened during autumn 1793 (Levy and Applewhite 166). 

Gouges’s participation in this event, however, is unlikely because she had been 

arrested on July 20, 1793, therefore either Roussel did not properly date the 

event or he invented Gouges’s intervention. 

Gouges’s absence from the most impactful revolutionary events can be 

explained by her hatred for violence, which appears clearly in her plays and 

political pamphlets. Women participated loudly and did not hesitate to bear arms 

during events such as the Storming of the Bastille, the Women’s March, and in 

other key revolutionary marches (for instance, the Festival of Liberty on April 

15, 1792) (Levy and Applewhite 88). One of the most famous female activists of 

the Revolution, Pauline Léon (1768-1838) requested from the National 

Assembly the right for women to bear arms and to create a female militia. Even 
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though Gouges did not exclude women’s participation in “toutes les tâches 

pénibles” (she suggested the creation of a female version of the national guard, 

whose main objective would be to protect and guard the Queen, but also to 

educate her on Republican ideas [Blanc 143]), she did not encourage violence 

and even criticized the proto-feminist activist Théroigne de Méricourt (1762-

1817) for wearing a sabre (Blanc 169-70). An idealist, Gouges defended a 

pacifist position: she criticized women’s participation in the September

Massacres in 1792 and faulted them in the decision to execute the King in 

1793.
4
 Her only exception to this principle can be found in the play L’Entrée de 

Dumouriez à Bruxelles, ou les Vivandiers (January 1793), which celebrated the 

bravery of republican soldiers—and especially female fighters—against 

Austrian soldiers. 

Jodin and Gouges can easily be described as outspoken women. However, 

their proto-feminist engagement was soft-spoken and non-violent, not only 

limited to pamphlets but also restrained in their own appreciation of gender 

discrepancies and how this impacted them.
5
 While it has been suggested that 

Jodin was connected to Gouges and other proto-feminists of the revolutionary 

era, there is no hard evidence of such connections (Godineau 112). Once, for the 

celebration of the July 14, 1792, Gouges had been seen marching with Etta Palm 

d’Aelders, but no other encounter was reported (Blanc 127). None of them 

seems to have participated in any Journées of the Revolution or joined a Club. If 

Jodin died early during the Revolution (the exact date in 1791 is unknown but 

probably after the publication of her pamphlet), Gouges was longer, and 

increasingly, involved in politics, fervently writing against the Jacobins and their 

leader, Maximilien de Robespierre (1758-1794), until her execution in

November 1793, which occurred between those of two key female figures of the 

Revolution, namely Marie-Antoinette on October 16, and Manon Roland (1754-

1793), the muse of the Girondins, on November 8. Gouges was a revolutionary 

intellectual, displaying her activism in her writings rather than with her actions. 

Perhaps, more than with her life, it is with her death that Gouges made an 

impact since, together with those of Marie-Antoinette and Manon Roland, it 

marked the end of the female revolutionary movements. While Gouges’s death 

‘beheaded’ a movement that had barely had time to exist, she was nevertheless 

the highest profile proto-feminist of the time. After her death, the lack of 

organization in women’s movements, and the implementation of new laws by 

 

 

the Jacobins increasingly stigmatized women and female clubs (Landes 143). 

Women no longer had a public place in their Republic of Virtue. By summer 

1794, all famous proto-feminist activists (Gouges, Méricourt, and Léon, to name 

but a few) were either dead or imprisoned. With the Terror, the political climate 

became so tense that women fully silenced their wish for equal rights. 

To conclude, both Jodin and Gouges were products of the Old Regime and 

the Revolution, filled with hope and ideals inherited from the Enlightenment, 

notably on marriage and divorce, two issues loudly discussed during the 

eighteenth century. They offered new ideas in their proto-feminist pamphlets, 

such as a Tribunal by and for women to deal with morality (Jodin), and a social 

contract between men and women (Gouges). As followers of Rousseau, they 
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both believed that the Revolution would lead to a morally better and more 

virtuous French society. However, as argued by Annie Smart, they did not 

blindly follow Rousseau’s ideas: they believed that women had a voice and were 

more than subservient, and that they should be involved in the public sphere 

(Smart 17-18). Though, what truly differentiated them was how they believed 

women should be involved. If Jodin wanted women to have a say in civil and 

moral issues, Gouges believed that men and women are equal on every level, so 

they should have the same rights and duties. Gouges’s involvement during the 

revolutionary years was also more obvious than Jodin’s: she participated in 

pacifist events of the Revolution, and was outspoken in her pamphlets. If their 

ideas did not receive due attention during the revolutionary period, Jodin and 

Gouges’s voices are nowadays remembered, perhaps not through their actions, 

but certainly in their writings. 

 

Queen Mary, University of London 
 

 

Notes 

 
1
 The term proto-feminist will be used here to define modern feminist claims made 

at a time when feminism did not exist. Indeed, the term only appeared in the 1870s, and 

the first self-proclaimed feminist was Hubertine Auclert (1848-1914).  
2
 For studies on Jodin’s pamphlet see Gordon and Furbank; Gordon; Zawisza; and 

Viennot. For studies on Gouges’s pamphlet see Cole; Harth; Mousset; Smart; and Scott. 
3
 Madame de Cailly also published her pamphlet De la nécessité du divorce in 1790. 

4
 See the pamphlets La Fierté de l’innocence, ou le Silence du véritable patriotisme, 

par Marie-Olympe de Gouges (September 1792) and Arrêt de mort que présente Olympe 

de Gouges contre Louis Capet (January 1793). 
5
 The impact of Gouges’s thoughts about women’s rights can be seen in her fictional 

works: her plays written after September 1791 (especially L’esclavage des noirs ou 

L’heureux naufrage and L’entrée de Dumouriez à Bruxelles, ou Les vivandiers) offer 

stronger female characters compared to her previous plays. 
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